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While the economic effects of the 2008 global financial crisis are 
receding in Asia, the political-economic effects may be more lasting. In 
many Asian policy circles, the global financial crisis raised questions 
about possible problems with the Western capitalist model. In 1997, 
the Asian financial crisis ended up being a catalyst for governance 
reforms in many Asian countries. Some observers hoped that the 
2008 crisis could do the same by spurring major Asian economies to 
make governments and businesses more transparent, efficient, and 
accountable. The key question, however, is whether the crisis will 
engender positive economic reforms (rather than anticompetitive and 
populist ones) and also political reforms like better working conditions, 
serious anticorruption measures, strengthened legal systems, and limits 
on the power of special interests.

Two Hills Governance Center directors in Asia, Jongryn Mo of Yonsei 
University and Natalia Soebagjo of the University of Indonesia, along 
with other affiliated experts, participated in an Asan Plenum panel on 
the impact of the crisis on Asian capitalism in April 2013. The Asan 
Plenum is the flagship global forum of Seoul’s Asan Institute for Policy 
Studies where scholars from the world’s leading think tanks gathered 
to discuss pressing challenges facing the world. The panel provided an 
overview of how the crisis affected the model of capitalism in key Asian 
countries.

Yang Xuedong, deputy director of China’s Center for Global 
Governance and Development, described the Chinese system as 
“socialist with capitalist characteristics.” According to Yang, the 2008 
crisis forced local governments in China to accelerate their own 
reforms, especially adjusting their relationships with capital and 
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markets. Despite China’s socialist predisposition, 
the country as a whole has recognized the positive 
correlation between economic growth and 
certain capitalist characteristics, such as capital 
and entrepreneurship. According to Yang, much 
has changed since the 2008 crisis. Capital flight 
has increased, and the state has tried to make 
adjustments through revenue and tax reforms. 
Civil society’s call for better working conditions 
has also intensified. These and other reforms are 
intended to make the Chinese market economy 
more inclusive and transparent.

Natalia Soebagjo, executive director of the 
University of Indonesia’s Centre for the Study of 
Governance, pointed out that the crisis did not 
catch Indonesia off guard. Indonesia was severely 
hurt by the 1997 Asian financial crisis, and the 
reform measures adopted following that crisis 
allowed Indonesia to respond quickly in 2008 
and to survive relatively unscarred. Soebagjo also 
indicated that not being as connected to the U.S. 
economy as other countries in East Asia softened 
the impact of the crisis. However, despite the fact 
that Indonesia has been attractive to investors 
for its cheap labor, growing middle class, and 
abundant natural resources, Soebagjo expressed 
doubt about the sustainability of Indonesia’s 
economic growth. She emphasized that post-
Suharto business-political relations have changed, 
but the predatory state has expanded within 
a democratic environment, becoming more 
complicated and opaque. Soebagjo acknowledged 
that in order to build a bright future, Indonesia 
must draw lessons from the shadows of its 
past. Reviewing fiscal and monetary policies, 
strengthening the legal system, and addressing 
current challenges will assist in improving 
Indonesia’s economic development prospects.

Jennifer Oh, an assistant professor at Ewha 
Woman’s University, spoke about the post-2008 
political and social environment in Japan with 

emphasis on continuity. Economic reform has 
remained a key agenda for Japanese politicians and 
policymakers since the early 1990s. The burst of the 
bubble economy and the 1997 Asian financial crisis 
generated unprecedented political rhetoric and 
pressures for market-oriented reform throughout 
the 1990s and 2000s. With the onset of the 2008 
crisis, Japanese political leaders once again faced 
the task of reforming and revitalizing its economy. 
Oh acknowledged the gap between public rhetoric 
and actual policy, political promises, and what 
citizens are actually demanding and, by using the 
political concept of “distributive politics,” explained 
how special interests, a sustained demand for public 
goods, and undifferentiated politics have prevented 
significant economic or political reform in Japan. 
Prime Minister Shinzo Abe’s strategy, known as 
“Abenomics,” to fight deflation and to spur growth 
through a combination of aggressive monetary 
easing, public works spending, and economic 
overhauls has raised expectations on the impact 
of these policies on Japanese capitalism. But like 
previous reform efforts, Abenomics is unlikely to 
bring fundamental change to the special interest 
groups’ hold on the Japanese economy.

With regard to views from South Korea, I have 
looked to analysis of President Park Guen-hye’s 
political origins, economic philosophy, and 
approach for signals of intent. I have detected 
a significant shift in the orientation of the new 
government under the Park despite the pro-
liberalization policies and dispositions of former 
president Lee Myung-bak’s government. In 
President Park’s inaugural speech outlining the new 
government’s vision and direction for the next five 
years, she emphasized “grand national unity, great 
happiness to people, and change to a new era.” She 
vowed the revival of the domestic economy with 
a triple focus on “economic security,” “creative 
economy,” and “economic democratization.” 
Park offered a reorientation of national political 
economy; however, any references to industrial 
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competitiveness and market reforms were missing 
from the speech. Especially surprising was her 
complete neglect of the phenomenon of globalization 
and its impact on Korean society. I draw three 
conclusions on the meaning and impact of a “paradigm 
shift” in the Korean economy. First, the 2008 financial 
crisis has moved conservative policy rhetoric and 
ideas to the center. Emphases are now on welfare, 
economic democratization, jobs, middle class, small 
and medium-size companies, and a creative economy 
from national competitiveness, trade liberalization, 
privatization, and deregulation. Second, the most 
important impact of the paradigm shift will be political, 
as the 2008 financial crisis proved that redistribution 
of benefits through investments in education and rural 
development was a failure. Thus, the main challenge for 
the new Korean welfare state is to manage the costs of 
welfare and avoid European-style mistakes. Third, the 
changed policy rhetoric and reorientation are not likely 
to shift Korea away from export-led industrialization 
strategy as Korean development has its roots in 
exports. Exports remain the most legitimate measure of 
successful economic performance, as well as the most 
effective policy tool for generating growth. Korea’s 
commitment to export-led growth will continue to 
precipitate renewed support for free-market policies 
and the American model more generally.
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Structural reforms have played a key role in 
strengthening Asia’s economic and political 
fundamentals and allowed the region to lead the 
global recovery and weather the global economic 
turbulence of recent years. However, unlike the 
1997 crisis, Asian countries are unlikely to embrace 
comprehensive market reforms. Instead, they will 
use government power to make their capitalist 
market economies more inclusive and sustainable. 
Whether or not these statist reforms will lead to 
more transparency and accountability in economic 
governance remains to be seen. ■
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